Living Words
Living Words

a Bible Based English Language Course

SAMPLE FROM LEVEL 1 UNIT 6
i

E.

KEEP IN TOUCH

A rumor goes in
one ear and out
many mouths.

Making a call

Call on me, and I will answer you: I will be with you in trouble; I will deliver you, and honor
you.

Psalm 91:5

EXERCISE 11
Read the telephone conversation below between Moses and Pharaoh’s secretary.
Fill in the spaces with the correct words from the box.
Secretary: Hello. ……………… 2557. What can we do for you this morning?
Moses:

Good morning. ……………………………… Pharaoh, please?

Secretary: ………………, please?
Moses:

……………… Moses.

Secretary: ………………, please. ………………….. for you.
Moses:

Thank you.

Secretary: I’m sorry, ……………….
Moses:

Well that’s OK , …………….…………… about ..

Secretary: Umm, ………………… yeah, …………………,

it’s alright
I’m just phoning
Hold on
he’s busy
Could I speak to
Extension
It’s
He’s free
I’ll get him
Hang on
Who’s calling

……………..… now.
6.4

Listen and check your answers.
EXERCISE 12

Write the phrases with the same meaning as:

Can I speak to ..……………………………

Just a moment ...……………………….……..

I’m calling about ..…………………………

How can I help you?………………………….

ROLE PLAY
Work in pairs.

Do
Go to

56.

“WHO’S ON THE LINE?” on page 262.
“MYSTERY PHONE CALL” on page 279.
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EXERCISE 13
Finish the conversation between Moses and Pharaoh.
Pharaoh: Pharaoh ……………….. ……………..… you
again, Moses?

That’s
See you
Is that
have a nice day
go
that’s fine
ringing about
What about
speaking
next
it is
need to
early
Is …. OK
then
right
check
Same thing

Moses:

Yes, ………………

Pharaoh: What are you ………………………… now?
Moses:

………………………. Let my people ……………… !

Pharaoh: No, we ……………… talk about it.
Moses:

Ok, when is our ……………… meeting?

Pharaoh: ……………………..Wednesday or Thursday –
……………… in the morning.
Moses:

Uh….huh. ……………… 7 o’clock ………………?

Pharaoh: Let me ………………So ……………… Wednesday,
……………… ? Sure, ……………… by me.
Moses:

……………… at 7 on Wednesday morning, ………….

Pharaoh: Good bye.
Moses:

Bye, ……………………………… !
Listen and check your answers. 6.5

EXTRA
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Do

52.

“WHAT’S THE MISTAKE?” on page 257.

Do

53.

“QUESTIONNAIRE “on page 258.

Do

54.

“HUMDRUM” on page 259.

Do

55.

“VERB CROSSWORD 4” on page 260.

SONG

“I BELIEVE” on page 276.

SONG

“BUT I DO LOVE YOU” on page 276.

Sending an email
Read Pharaoh’s email to Moses. Underline the time prepositions at, on, in or (-) nothing.

Moses,
Sorry, this Wednesday isn’t possible, but I can make it on Thursday
afternoon at 3 o’clock, or we can get together at midday, if you prefer,
and have lunch. Let me know what’s best for you. My advisors need
your final plans. Could you send them to me before we close this
evening?
Regards,
Pharaoh.

EXERCISE 14

Complete the reply from Moses to Pharaoh.

Thanks for your email.

Unfortunately, I’m busy …… all day …… this Thursday, getting ready for
the Passover feast ….. Friday, and ….. tomorrow we plan to fast and pray,
so I can’t make it until late …. night. I suggest we try to meet at the River
Nile ….. Wednesday, …. the morning, say …… 10:30 am, before it’s too
late. That way we can be finished …… midday – the smell is terrible in
the hot sun.
Let me know if this is OK with you.
Moses.

What does w.w.w. stand for ?
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WRITING A LETTER
When the letter was read, everyone was pleased and greatly encouraged.

Acts 15:31

Luke is a student doctor. He is with Paul and Barnabas on a mission trip through Australia.
Read the letter to his sister, Lydia, back home in Jerusalem.

LISTENING 6.6

61 Emu Road, Surfers Paradise.
Queensland 4104, AUSTRALIA.
23July 2006.

Dear Lydia,
How are you. We’re all fine and the weather is wonderful. It’s hot and sunny all day,
everyday. The flowers in the garden are lovely and the birds that come to the back door of our
house are really beautiful – all the colors of the rainbow – green, blue yellow, red and purple.
The females are not so bright, just orange and brown.
I hope you can understand my English. The way they speak is so strange over here, very
different from in Europe or America, but it’s good practice for me, and it isn’t too difficult to
understand them because they speak slowly.
We live in a house in the suburbs with two sisters Kate and Sally. They’re twins, both
twenty-one. Kate is a hairdresser and Sally is a student. They are very friendly and we often go
to the beach in the afternoons or on the weekend with them and their boyfriends Mick and
Bruce. Mike drives a taxi and Bruce works a s a part-time photographer. They are both surfers.
I love lying in the sun, and everything is so cheap here, especially the food. We eat out a lot, all
types of food - Chinese, Indian, Malaysian, Thai, Italian, Greek, Hungarian, even Mexican and
Japanese - but the best is the BBQ steaks!
Its’ very big and noisy in the center where we go to church on Sundays with many
Filipinos and Fijians as well. We also go to a Bible study at Mick’s apartment near the beach on
Wednesday evenings. It’s a small group, but they have very lively and exciting worship. He sings
and plays the guitar really well. I’m very happy here.
Please write soon. Lots of love. Hugs and kisses from your big brother Luke.
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EXERCISE 15
e.g.

Correct the false (X) sentences.

Luke is from Jerusalem.
He is with his friend Paul in Sydney, Australia. X

1.

They are on holidays.

2.

They live in a house in the center.

3.

It’s a big church.

4.

The other people are all Australian.

5.

The Bible Study is on Sunday in the evening.

6.

Mick sings and plays the guitar.

7.

Kate and Sally are both surfers.

8.

They go to the beach on Wednesdays.

9.

It’s difficult to understand Australians.

10.

It’s hot and sunny everyday.

No, they’re in Surfers Paradise.

6.7

Write questions about Luke’s letter to Lydia.
Jerusalem.

e.g.

Where’s Luke from?

1.

…………………………………………………………………………………
Green, blue yellow, red and purple.

2.

…………………………………………………………………………………
They are twin sisters.

3.

…………………………………………………………………………………
Mick and Bruce.

4.

…………………………………………………………………………………
Australians, Filipinos and Fijians.

5.

…………………………………………………………………………………
Yes it is, especially the food.

6.

…………………………………………………………………………………
Chinese, Indian, Malaysian, Thai, Italian, Greek, Hungarian, Mexican, Japanese.

7.

…………………………………………………………………………………
He’s a taxi driver.

6.8
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DISCUSSION

You say that you don’t play to win,
so why do you keep score?

Vernon Law

How do I know
what I think
until I see
what I say?
Writer E. M. Forster
How can you govern a nation
that has two hundred and forty
different kinds of cheese?

President Charles de Gaulle

AFP/File/Stan Honda

EXERCISE 21
How different are your dreams?
What do you want to do when you grow up? or have more money? or retire?
Make a list of 10 things you want to do before you die, and share with the rest of the class
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TALKING POINTS
1.

You get an offer of $1 million to leave the country and never come back again.
Do you accept? Why or why not?

2.

Who do you admire the most? In what way does that person inspire you?

3.

For what in your life do you feel the most grateful?

4.

How do you react when people sing “Happy Birthday” to you in a crowded
restaurant?

5.

When you tell a story, do you often exaggerate? If so, why? How much?

6.

Do you find it easy to accept help when you need it?
Do you ask for help or wait for someone to offer?

7.

What are your most common habits? Do you frequently struggle to break them?

8.

When you do something silly, does it bother you if other people notice and laugh at
you?

9.

Do you ever spit or pick your nose in public? What about picking your teeth?

10.

How many times a day do you look at yourself in the mirror? Why?

11.

Do you have many routines in your life? For example, do you usually sleep in the
same place in your bed? Do you frequently eat meals at the same time? Do you often
go to the same restaurant? Do you go to the same shop, beach, holiday spot, etc.?

12.

Can you be trusted to do what you say you will do?
What does it take for you to trust someone?

13.

In a conversation, do you listen or talk more?

14.

Write the basic storyline for your dream tonight. What is it about?

EXTRA
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Play

57.

“WORK AND PLAY” on page 263.

Do

58.

“DO YOU OR DON’T YOU?” on page 264.

Do

59.

“THIS GOES WITH THAT” on page 265.

Do

60.

“FIXING UP THE HOUSE” on page 266.

Do

61.

“STRANGE BUT TRUE” on page 268.

SONG

“WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD” on page 275.

SONG

“WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD” on page 277.

60. FIXING UP THE OLD
O D HOUSE
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(unit
nit 6)

KEY WORDS

DIALOG

(dialogue)

peeling paint

A:

So! You’re here to give us a hand, eh?

broken tile

B:

Yeah, I want to help.

trash can (USA), garbage bin (UK)

A:

What can you help with?

cardboard boxes

B:

What do you mean?

window

A:

What can you do?

roof

B:

I can scrape, I can paint, I can sand wood,

wall

remove old tiles, carry boxes, make coffee,

ladder

tell jokes, empty the trash, whatever you need.

glass

A:

Wow! Great! You can do everything!

wood

B:

That’s right. What do you want me to do?

hammer

A:

OK. Grab some sand paper and start on the wall
over there. Hey, be careful up there on the roof!

paint brush
electricity pole

DISCUSSION

power lines

What does FIX mean?

telephone cable

What’s the opposite?

cap

Why do you fix things?

cowboy hat

What can you fix?

shirt

Who do you think the people in the picture are?

jeans

How many activities can you see in the picture?

friend

What other work do you think the house needs?

neighbor (neighbour = UK)
to be careful

to climb a ladder

to look up

to stand up

to work hard

to carry

to do

to empty

to grab

to hammer

to help

to hold

to make

to paint

to pick up

to put down

to remove

to screw

to scrape

to sand

to walk

to wear
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61. STRANGE BUT TRUE

(unit 6)

This is a reading exercise that requires a rhetorical response from students:
•
•

Really!
It doesn’t!

•
•

I don’t believe it!
Do they?

•
•

No! It isn’t!
No! They don’t!

The 3 most absurd Old English Laws that still exist are:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Topless women are not allowed in public unless they work in a tropical fish store.
Dying is prohibited in the Houses of Parliament.
Placing a stamp with the picture of the Queen upside-down is an act of treason.
Work in pairs. Use your dictionary to look up any new words you don’t know.
Cut out a card and tell your partner about the unusual facts on it.


STRANGE BUT TRUE

Student 1

1.

The book Tiny Ted from Turnip Town is so small that it can fit
on the head of a pin.

2.

The Japanese spider crab can have a leg span of 13 ft. (4 m.)

3.

Toilets in space are flushed with air, not water.

4.

Box jellyfish have 24 eyes.

5.

Seahorses are the only animal in the world in which the male
gets pregnant.


STRANGE BUT TRUE



Student 2

1.

During the hot summer days tiny fish sleep under the dry sand in
the desert in Australia and wake up when it rains in the wet season.

2.

Flounder fish are born with one eye on each side of the head,
but after living on the sand at the bottom of the sea, one eye twists
over so that both are on the same side.

3.

Kangaroo babies are born as embryos and mothers can have up to
3 babies of different ages in the pouch at the same time.

4.

Tapeworms in whales grow up to 130 feet long. (40 m.)

5.

Cats cannot taste salt.
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25. POSTCARD SEQUENCES

©2008 PAWS.INC. All rights reserved

www.garfield.com

Chod C StinniVideo

POSTCARD SEQUENCES
Describe one of the pictures to your partner. Write about the other
POSTCARD PARLEE
Cut up the 2 0pictures as marked. (Total 8 pieces)
Turn all the pieces face down and mix them together.
Now work with your partner and put the pictures back together again.
Finally, describe one of the pictures to your partner. Write about the other
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Yacht Club Boys 1936 , The Kobal Collection , Vintage Portfolio, London



---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Stern J Branson, © University of Louisville Photographic Archives, © Portfolio NY

63. POSTCARD PARLEÈ
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Robert Doisneau , Magnum Photos et Nouvelles Images SA

26. POSTCARD PARLEÈ

© Media Srl, Italy

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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© ITALCARDS, Bologna

26. POSTCARD PARLEÈ

© Martine Franck Magnum Photos et Nouvelles Images SA

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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© Media Srl ,Italy

26. POSTCARD PARLEÈ

L’homme aux ailes volantes, Roger Violet, 1935, © Editions GENDRE , Paris

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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A Flying Visit, Statics London

26. POSTCARD PARLEÈ







The Wonderful World of Nature, © WPL, London

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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First

Lauren Daigle

https://youtu.be/RbWQV3OiRqA

Songwriters: Jason Ingram / Paul Mabury / Mia Fieldes / Lauren Daigle / Charles Bentley

Listen first without watching the video.
Fill in the spaces with the correct verb:

Before I .............. my need
I will .............. my heart
Before I .............. my cares

bring (x5),

I will .............. my arms

find (x2)

I wanna .............. You

hear

I wanna .............. You
In every season
In every moment
Before I .............. my need

know (x2)
want

are (x2)

feel

seek (x4)

keep
speak (x2)

lift (x2)

come (x2)

Then watch the video and check.

I will .............. my heart

wanna =
And .............. You
want to
Chorus:
First
I wanna .............. You
I wanna seek You
First
I wanna ………………. You
I wanna keep You
First
More than anything I ..............,
I want You
First
Before I .............. a word

You .............. my treasure and my reward

Let me .............. Your voice
And in the midst of pain
Let me .............. Your joy

Let nothing ever .............. before
You .............. my treasure and my reward
Let nothing ever .............. before

Ooh, I wanna .............. You

I .............. You
First

I wanna .............. You
In every season
In every moment
Before I .............. a word
I will .............. my heart
And .............. You
First

1

ST

Which First speaks about
a) time
= before anything else
b) value
= the most important thing

Chorus

Chorus

HUMDRUM
HAVE
ONE
EXTRA
TURN

in a
small
town

my
car

three
sisters

football

home

fruit

early

after
work

near
my
home

on
Friday
nights

my
friends

FINISH

my
job

a
pizza

MISS
ONE
TURN

the kids
to
the beach

on
holiday

my
daughter

to the
cinema

wine

at
night

coffee

in the
evening

H
HA
AV
VE
E
O
N
E
ONE
E
EXXTTR
RA
A
TTU
UR
RN
N

START

work at
eight
o’clock

new
clothes

to
the gym

buy
go
play

cook
go out
relax

come
like
start

drive
live
study

have
love
take

Play in groups of 3-4. Take turns to throw the dice (see page . )
Make a sentence using the words in the square and one of the verbs in the box below.

MISS
ONE
TURN

get up
phone
want
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MYSTERY PUZZLES
WHO AM I?

(unit 3)

Brothers and sisters have I none, but this man’s father is my father’s son ? Who am I?

MYSTERY LIFT

(unit 4)

Every morning a man gets up, makes coffee, has a shower, brushes his teeth, gets
dressed, then picks up his bag, locks his front door and leaves. He lives on the 15th
floor, so after he presses the button for the lift, he waits and takes the lift to the ground
floor where he gets out and walks to work. He lives near his office so it takes him only
a few minutes to jog.
When he finishes work in the afternoon he goes back home and gets the lift to the 5th
floor, where he gets out and then walks up the stairs to his apartment on the 15th floor.
Strange? He does the same thing every day. Why?

Take it in turns to ask your teacher questions –
but only questions which have a YES / NO answer.
e.g. Does he live alone…?
CLUE:

Do children usually take the lift alone? Why not?

MYSTERY PHONE CALL

(unit 6)

Every night I get up, go into the next room, pick up the phone, dial a number and
wait. Someone answers the phone and says ”OK”, I put down the phone, go back to
bed and go to sleep. This happens every night. Why?

Take it in turns to ask your teacher questions – but only questions
which have a YES / NO answer.
CLUE :
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e.g. Do you live alone…?

Ask questions about my neighbor.

